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Autumn Plant Sale
Saturday 29 April 10 am – 4 pm 

Sunday 30 April10 am – 3 pm

Jeannie Baker and
the Circle Exhibition 

Thursday 16 March – Sunday 14 May

Autumn 2017  
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The Artists have been another busy group with their Summer 

Beginners’ Workshops and the new term starting in February. If 

you missed out on the summer workshops, there will be more 

coming up in autumn and winter. Or perhaps you might be 

interested in joining the new Photography Group if your creative 

bent lies in that direction. There is so much of interest in the 

Gardens for both artists and photographers to capture.

An exciting exhibition in store for autumn is Jeannie Baker and 

The Circle of Life. This will be on for two months from 16 March 

and if you would like to help with the staffing, please contact 

our Volunteer Coordinator, Jacqui Hawkins. She would love to 

hear from you! If you are a new member, don’t miss our New 

Members’ Welcome to be held at the exhibition on 25 March.

There has been plenty to do at the Growing Friends’ Nursery, 

restocking after the record-making Spring Plant Sale at the 

Botanic & Rare Fair last October. The next members-only plant 

sale is almost upon us, on 3 March and don’t forget the big 

Autumn Plant Sale coming up on 29/30 April. Check Michael’s 

column for more details.

This summer came slowly 

with, dare I say, an extended 

sprinter last year, but it only 

takes a few hot days and we 

are ready for cooler weather 

again! Now as we come into 

autumn, we move towards 

those calm, mild days when 

we can enjoy the sunshine 

as it filters through the 

changing leaves on the Oak 

Lawn. The best retreat from 

summer heat though would 

have to be Fern Gully, where 

you can enjoy a cool, shady 

stroll along the boardwalk, 

built with the aid of significant funding from the Friends.

On the eve of summer we celebrated the end of another busy 

year for the Friends with our annual cocktail party at Gardens 

House. The weather was kind and we were able to enjoy 

Guilfoyle’s ‘garden within a garden’ while watching the changing 

colours of the landscape in the deepening twilight. Such events 

could not take place without all the hard work behind the scenes 

of the dedicated Events Committee. Thank you all. With another 

exciting year of walks, talks and tours in store, there is still time 

to book a spot at the first talk for autumn – Japanese Gardens 

with Su Laird on 8 March. This sounds too good to miss! 

Meanwhile, the volunteers at the Plant Craft Cottage have 

been busy over summer with the Natural Dye, Fibre, Basketry, 

Card and Potpourri Groups all involved. Remember the Cottage 

is open Tuesday to Friday and on the third Sunday of the month 

and is well worth a visit to look at the handicrafts, and also the 

historic building itself. From the Cottage you can look down 

onto Long Island and the Billabong and imagine how it must 

have been first for von Mueller and his sisters, and then for the 

gardeners and their families who lived there. The Yarra flowed 

around the base of the bluff until the late 1890s, with today’s 

Long Island as the bank, and the people living there must have 

felt very isolated, especially at night. Now it is a warm, inviting 

spot to visit and explore.

from

Friends and their guests enjoyed an outdoor setting in the front garden of Gardens House at 
the Christmas cocktail par ty at the end of November.

Photo: Richard Kirsner.
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the president

Centre:

Centre: Philip Bowyer-Smyth, Hor ticultural 
Technician, Melbourne Gardens: Diploma 
of Project Management at Holmesglen 
Institute,

Photo: Meg Miller

Right: Niels Klazenga, Programmer, 
Information Technology, Biodiversity 
Information Officer, Melbourne Gardens: 
Trip to the Taxonomic Databases Working 
Group Conference 2016, in Costa Rica.

Photo: Meg Miller

The funding of a fungi bar-coding project to 
establish the nature and diversity of fungi 
in Australia.

Left: Dr Tom May, Senior Mycologist, 
RBGV who acceptted the Research Grant 
Cer tificate on behalf of the Herbarium.

Photo: Sara Maroske

Helen McLellan Research 
Grant 2015/16

Friends’ Staff Scholarship Awards 2016.

In the previous edition of Botanic News (Summer 2016-17), 

Chris Cole, Executive Director Melbourne Gardens, explained 

some of the background to the new Master Plan. It was a real 

treat for people attending the AGM to hear more details from the 

Gardens’ Landscape Architect, Andrew Laidlaw, of how it will be 

implemented. With Melbourne’s climate predicted to become 

more like that of Central NSW, changes will occur in the plants 

selected in the Landscape Progression Plan, but the essence of 

the Gardens’ design will remain the same. Plants will be chosen 

to fit that design and so retain Guilfoyle’s relationship between 

mass and void, a combination that makes these Gardens such 

a special place to enjoy. The new Master Plan will ensure they 

continue to be a special place for our grandchildren and beyond.

Friends’ AGM

The thirtieth AGM was held on 21 November 2016. Sally Hirst, 

our President for the past two years, and Vice-President Andrew 

Brookes stepped down from their positions. We thank them 

both for their contribution and commitment to the Friends in that 

time. Sally continues on Council in the position of Immediate 

Past President.

The following were elected to Council for 2017: 

President – Mary Ward; Vice-President – Lynsey Poore; Vice-

President – Catherine Trinca; Treasurer – Mark Anderson; 

Ordinary Members – Jan Rosenberg, Richard Smith, Robert Wright.

Volunteer awards presented at the AGM celebrated many 

years of commitment to the Friends. In particular, five members 

of the Plant Craft Cottage Group were congratulated for 

achieving 35 years of continuous support: Mary Jost, Vida 

Videon, Lyn Zeevaarder, Glenys Clissold and Nessie Henshaw. 

Hearty congratulations!

Although the 2016 AGM was the thirtieth held for the Friends, 

2017 marks the thirty-fifth anniversary of the founding of the 

Friends. Another milestone.

Mary Ward

(Editor’s note: The meeting welcomed new President, Mary 

Ward, with acclamation, and wished her a very successful and 

fulfilling tenure of office.

Photography Group 
Thank you to all who responded to the article in the Summer 

edition of Botanic News. It is encouraging to know there is such 

support for the establishment of our new photography group.

I would like to introduce you to our convener John Harrison. 

With a background in design and a flair for photography, as well 

as experience with the Melbourne Camera Club, he is keen to 

get the new group up and running.

We have established a Friends of the Royal Botanic Gardens 

Melbourne Flickr group, a photo-sharing website via Yahoo and 

hope many of you will sign up and upload your photos of the 

Gardens so we can all appreciate your talents! 

The next stage will be to find out what else the group members 

would be interested in i.e. courses, workshops, rambles, speakers 

etc. Look out for your chance to complete a questionnaire.

For more information please contact John Harrison on 

harrisondesign.photography@gmail.com 0407 098 887 or 

Jacqui Hawkins (Volunteers Convener) at jandjhawkins2015@

gmail.com 0432 229 919.
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Scarred Trees, 

Smoked Eels and Life 

on the Birrarung 
- Engaging with the Aboriginal 

Community in the Melbourne 

Gardens

I recently participated in three 

days of workshops with the 

Traditional Owners of the 

Melbourne Gardens and 

Observatory site to improve 

our understanding of Aboriginal 

sites and values within these 

places. These workshops and 

subsequent report will provide 

a key input to a new Melbourne Gardens Master Plan and 

represent the most extensive engagement we have undertaken 

with the Traditional Owners. I was joined by Andrew Laidlaw, our 

Landscape Architect, and Ben Church, our Aboriginal Programs 

Officer at Melbourne.

In broad terms the landscape was part of the territory of the 

Woiwurrung (now Wurundjeri) and the Bunurong peoples; the 

boundary and/or extent of the shared area between these two 

tribes remains unclear. The three organisations we spent time 

with and who represent these two tribal groups are:

• Boon Wurrung Foundation

• Bunurong Land Council

• Wurundjeri Tribe Land & Compensation Cultural Heritage 

Council

The workshops enabled a two-way sharing of knowledge 

and building of relationships between the Traditional Owners 

and the Royal Botanic Gardens Victoria team. Strengthening 

relationships that can be sustained timely, in view of the 

implementation of the new Master Plan. It is an opportunity for 

collaborative design and risk management of Aboriginal heritage 

on the sites.

Equally, it is important to recognise the values that each 

Aboriginal community/organisation attaches to both areas, 

acknowledging that they were once part of a continuous Aboriginal 

landscape. Some of the values relate to specific sites, locations or 

routes associated with Aboriginal history pre-colonisation; Aboriginal 

people hold such places that reflect the lives of their ancestors in 

great respect. Some values link to stories that have been passed 

down, and some to more recent associations.

The workshops addressed specific questions covering 

important connections and places, meanings and stories, as 

well as discussing management aspects such as new design, 

interpretation and caring for the land.

Natural landscape

Aboriginal people have seen vast environmental variation and 

change in the landscape for at least the last 50,000 years. During 

the Last Glacial Maximum (which peaked some 21,500 years ago) 

sea levels were as much as 120 metres lower than at present, 

and Port Phillip Bay was completely dry and covered in grassy 

vegetation. Following sea level rises, the native vegetation of the 

Melbourne Gardens landscape would have comprised brackish 

wetlands, swampy scrub, woodland and grassy woodland. Food 

resources were rich in the river environment, including abundant 

water birds, fish, kangaroos, wallabies, possums, tubers and fruits. 

from
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Cultural landscape

The land, which Melbourne Gardens, the adjoining Domain 

Parklands to the west and Yarra Park to the north now occupies, 

was used by Aboriginal people for camping, hunting, fishing 

and ceremonial purposes, practices that continued here much 

longer than in most places in the central city. These lands, 

including the Gardens, represent a remnant, albeit an altered 

one, of the Aboriginal landscape, and a link to the past.

The 1836 Yarra Mission site, covering 365 hectares (ten 

times the size of the Melbourne Gardens), is thought to have 

been located on or east of the Melbourne Gardens site and 

so is connected with its stories. By the 1850s, the number of 

Aboriginal people in Melbourne had fallen dramatically and 

during Guilfoyle’s term as Director of the Gardens (1873-1909), 

much of the indigenous vegetation was replaced by introduced 

species. At the end of the Nineteenth Century the Yarra River 

was straightened to control flooding and the lagoon and former 

river course transformed into the Ornamental Lake. Interestingly, 

the location of a new River Gate entrance for the Melbourne 

Gardens could be achieved on the original alignment of the 

Yarra River – an opportunity to take our visitors back in time 

while meeting the contemporary needs of our landscape.

Special stories

We were treated to many wonderful stories during our time with 

the Traditional Owners. The people from the Bunurong Land 

Council spoke of scarred trees which had their bark removed for 

the creation of canoes, shelters, shields and containers. Eucalypt 

species were commonly used for these purposes, and the scars 

can remain in trees for over 200 years. Scarred trees are among 

the easiest-to-find archaeological sites in Australia, but do not 

exist in the Melbourne Gardens – perhaps we could create one! 

Eucalypts were also burnt at the base to create large protected 

hollows for shelter and storage; trees used for food storage are 

affectionately known as cupboard trees. The smoking of eels for 

dinner was also a common use of hollowed trees. 

Life on the Birrarung (Yarra River) was bountiful and diverse 

and we hope to bring these stories to life through our continuing 

engagement with the Traditional Owners and development of 

our new Master Plan.

Chris Cole

Executive Director Melbourne Gardens

Left: Andrew Laidlaw and Ben Church with peoples from the Bunurong Land Council and 
Context Consultants

Top right: Winding boardwalk through the Paperbarks at Long Island.

Centre right: Bank of Long Island which marks the original alignment of the southern bank of 
the Yarra River.

Bottom right: The Clematis Pavilion now sits on the original alignment of the Yarra River

Photographer: Chris Cole

the gardens
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by Michael Hare,  Convener

FRIDAY PLANT SALES 

The Nursery sale days for autumn 

are 3 March, 12 May  and 2 June. 

Don’t forget membership cards 

and carry bags.

AUTUMN PLANT SALE

29 – 30 April

This will be at the usual location, 

the Acmena Lawn, just inside 

Gate E. The changes to the 

Lawn area mean that there will 

be alterations to the plant layout.

A Chinese Puzzle Solved   
This article was first published in The Garden, Journal of 

the Royal Hortiultural Society, in 1987, by Dr Phillip Cribb 

and Leonard Forman. Because of the Growing Friends’ 

success in selling Pilea peperomioides at the recent 

Botanic and Rare Plant Fair, we thought readers might be 

interested in the history of the plant.

In recent years, few plants have puzzled botanists more than 

the Chinese money plant. Sterile specimens of it, with characteristic 

bright green, fleshy, peltate leaves, appeared regularly at the 

enquiry desks of Kew, Edinburgh and Wisley [Gardens] from 

the mid-1970s onwards, only to be returned with non-committal 

comments such as ‘possibly a Peperomia’, ‘please send flowers 

next time’ or ‘we do not identify sterile material’.

Progress in its identification first occurred in 1978 when 

Mrs D Walport of Northolt sent leaves and an inflorescence of 

tiny male flowers to Kew for identification. The leaves indeed 

resembled certain species of Peperomia in the Piperaceae, 

yet the tiny male flowers indicated it belonged to the stinging 

nettle family, Urticaceae. Eventually, a diligent search by the 

Kew botanist Wessel Marais suggested that the plant was a 

Chinese species of Pilea which had been named in 1912 by the 

German botanist Frederic Diels as P. peperomioides, a singularly 

appropriate name.

Pilea peperomioides had been first collected, as had so many 

other Chinese plants, by George Forrest in 1906, and again in 

1910, in the Tsangshan range which rises to almost 14,000 feet 

(4,250m) just west of the ancient city of Dali (Tali) in western 

Yunnan. Although Kew possessed no specimens in its herbarium, 

Forrest’s collections are preserved in Edinburgh and confirmation 

was quickly obtained from there of the identifications, also 

incidentally enabling Edinburgh to answer a number of its own 

enquiries about the same plant.

Over the next few years, further specimens from various parts 

of the British Isles were sent in for identification and it became 

apparent that many people were growing this unusual species as 

a houseplant, passing it on to their friends as cuttings from the 

readily-produced basal shoots, selling them at church bazaars and 

The Growing 
Friends’ Super 
Autumn Plant 
Sale 2017
SATURDAY 29 APRIL 10 AM TO 4 PM

SUNDAY 30 APRIL 10 AM TO 3 PM

INSIDE GATE E

ROYAL BOTANIC GARDENS, VICTORIA

MELWAY: MAP 2L REF C2

Entry Free

03 9650 6398      

friends@frbgmelb.org.au    

www.rbgfriendsmelbourne.org

catalogue online one week before sale

10% discount for members (excludes Sunday specials)

growing
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fetes and so on. Meanwhile, the species was still barely known to 

scientists who had yet to see female flowers on living material.

The question which then arose was: how and when did the 

plant get from the mountains of Yunnan to this Country? In an 

attempt to find an answer to this mystery it was thought that 

some publicity might help. An illustrated article was published 

in the Sunday Telegraph in January 1983, asking if anyone had 

any information about the introduction of the plant to Britain to 

please contact the Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew. Among the 

replies received, one gave the essential lead to what eventually 

proved to be the answer. A family in St Mawes, Cornwall, 

had first acquired a plant some 20 years previously when their 

nine year old daughter holidayed with the au-pair’s family in 

Norway. When the child returned home 

to England, she was given a small 

specimen of the plant. This valuable 

piece of information provided the all-

important link with Scandinavia.

Botanists from Scandinavia 

were shown specimens of Pilea 

peperomioides, but none of them 

had ever seen it before. They were 

asked to make enquiries in their own 

country, where the problem came to 

the attention of Dr Lars Kers of the 

Bergius Botanic Garden. He realised 

that the unknown plant growing on 

his window sill, and obtained from 

a relative in Sweden in 1976, was P. 

peperomioides. He searched Swedish 

horticultural literature, to no avail. As 

in Britain, the plant was unknown in 

botanic gardens and to the horticultural 

trade. He therefore arranged for the 

plant to be presented on a popular 

Swedish television programme. The 

result was an avalanche of some 

10,000 letters! This at least proved 

that P. peperomioides was a very 

popular house plant in Sweden. Amongst this massive response 

came the final link in the extraordinary story. It turned out that 

a Norwegian missionary  brought the plant to Norway from 

China in 1946. In 1944 the Norwegian missionaries in China 

had had to leave. The particular Norwegian missionary family 

had been taken to Kunming in Yunnan where they spent about 

a week waiting for further transport to India. During the wait they 

obtained a live specimen of the plant, which travelled with them 

to Calcutta, where the family stayed for about 12 months, finally 

arriving home in Norway in 1946.

The missionary travelled widely in Norway, and often gave shoots 

of the plant to friends. In this way, it was effectively distributed around 

Norway where it is now widespread as a window sill plant. From 

Norway the plant has spread to Sweden, England, and no doubt 

elsewhere. More recently, Brian Halliwell of Kew spotted a plant of 

P. peperomioides in a house in Columbia and learnt it had been 

bought locally from a garden centre as a ‘money plant’. Perhaps 

Chinese money plant would be a more suitable name to avoid 

confusion with the moneywort, Lysimachia nummularia. 

On a visit to western Yunnan, a small party of botanists and 

gardeners viewed a display of potted plants and shrubs in their 

hotel. The centrepiece of the display was a shallow well around 

a tufa-like rock, which was covered with P. peperomioides in full 

flower beneath the gentle spray of a fountain.

The next morning it was seen being grown as a pot plant 

everywhere, both in Xiaguan and 

neighbouring Dali. Dali itself, at 

around 6000 feet elevation (1,800m) 

is renowned for its weather which 

is spring-like throughout the year, 

but the peaks of Tsangshan at 

14,000 feet (4250m) were still 

carrying snow on this visit in late 

April and early May. Therefore, it 

seems likely that P. peperomioides 

survives temperatures down to 

freezing. Certainly, in the British Isles 

it is more likely to flower in spring if 

kept in unheated conditions. Both 

male and female inflorescences 

are produced by the same plant, 

although the latter are far less 

frequent. Male flowers are reluctant 

to open but if held in the palm of the 

hand or if placed in water they burst 

open, releasing clouds of pollen as 

in other species of Pilea such as P. 

muscosa, the artillery plant. 

The piecing together of this 

Chinese puzzle has demonstrated 

how effective the combination of 

amateur gardener and professional botanist can be as sleuth. 

Part of the charm of the Chinese money plant is the story of its 

strange and convoluted journey from its home in furthest Yunnan 

to Northolt and beyond.

References: 

Beckett, K. 1987. The RHS Encyclopedia of House Plants. 

Century-Hutchinson.

Radcliffe-Smith, A. 1984. Pilea peperomioides. Kew Magazine, 

vol.1, pp 14-19.

friends
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BOOK EVENTS ONLINE, ON OUR BOOKING FORM OR DOWNLOAD ONE FROM THE EVENTS PAGE ON 

OUR WEBSITE: www.rbgfriendsmelbourne.org. For disabled access to onsite Events please contact the Friends’ office

 

Circle with the Bar-

Tailed Godwit
and Jeannie Baker

Friday 17 March

4.30 – 5.30 pm

Domain House

Dallas Brooks Drive

Free event

Suitable children 5 – 10 years

Limited spaces for

25 lucky children

Bookings close 13 March

Jeannie and the children will spend this special afternoon  

exploring her exquisite new picture book Circle which follows 

the flight and plight of the Bar-tailed Godwit (Limosa lapponica 

baueri). Children will investigate ways to preserve bird habitat 

and create their own artistic and imaginative response to these 

astounding artworks. They will make their own collages using 

natural materials.

This is one of several Circle events designed by RBG Victoria 

especially for children. The events will include a potting activity 

to highlight the importance of plants in maintaining both habitat 

and food sources for migrating birds. We wish to acknowledge 

the generous support of Miss Betty Amsden AO DSJ.

For more information about these events go to www.rbg.vic.

gov.au/learn and look for Circle Activities.

An Inspiring Picture 

Story
Presentation by Jeannie Baker

Friday 17 March at 5.45 pm 

Domain House

Dallas Brooks Drive

Private viewing of the Circle 

Exhibition followed by an 

illustrated talk by Jeannie.

from 6.30 – 7.30 pm

Friends $20    Non-members $25 

Students $10

Bookings close 13 March

Join award winning children’s author and artist Jeannie Baker 

as she presents her much anticipated new book Circle. This 

beautifully illustrated story follows the migration of the Bar-

tailed Godwit (Limosa lapponica baueri) from Australia through 

Southeast Asia to its Alaskan breeding grounds and then back 

to Australia. As with each of Jeannie’s picture books, Circle 

is illustrated with the tactile, exquisitely detailed and textured 

collages that she is famous for. Hear the story of Jeannie’s 

journey, the inspiration and story-making process for Circle and 

her other environmental picture books

We will start the evening at Domain House with a private 

viewing of the Exhibition followed by the talk and a book signing 

with Jeannie.

New Members’ 

Welcome
Saturday 25 March

10 am – 11.30 am

Domain House, Dallas 

Brooks Drive 

Refreshments will be served

Bookings close 20 March

Come and meet new friends at the New Members’ Welcome. 

It’s a ‘getting-to-know-you’ gathering in a friendly and relaxed 

atmosphere where, over morning tea, you can learn about 

the role of the Friends from President Mary Ward, who will 

also explain our relationship with the Royal Botanic Gardens 

Victoria. The morning includes a tour of the Circle exhibition by 

acclaimed artist and children’s book author Jeannie Baker.

Invitations will soon be sent to all recently-joined Friends and 

if you have not been able to attend a previous New Members’ 

Welcome you are warmly invited. Please ring our office 9650 

6398 for an invitation. 

Images: Details from CIRCLE (c) 2016 Jeannie Baker. All rights 

reserved. 

events
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BOOK EVENTS ONLINE, ON OUR BOOKING FORM OR DOWNLOAD ONE FROM THE EVENTS PAGE ON 

OUR WEBSITE: www.rbgfriendsmelbourne.org. For disabled access to onsite Events please contact the Friends’ office.

Seriously Salvias
Talking Plants

Thursday 23 March 

10 am for 10.20 am start

Mueller Hall, National Herbarium

Friends $20    Non-members $25

Students $10

Bookings close 20 March

Morning tea served before 

the talk.

Our expert speaker, Lyndi Garnett, the Coordinator of the Salvia 

Study Group in Victoria, will explain the activities and extensive 

reference resources the Group provides for people wanting to 

find or identify salvias. The Salvia Study Group is one of the 

few garden groups to have a display garden in a public park, 

Nobelius Heritage Park in Emerald.

Learn why salvias are unique and how the family Lamiaceae 

is so different from other plant families. See the many types of 

salvias and the vast colour range. Salvias have a long flowering 

period, but did you know that it is the leaves that are scented, 

not the flowers? Lyndi will bring various leaves to show the 

different textures, shape, sizes and colours. All your questions 

on pruning, propagating, planting and collecting will be 

answered. Plants and salvia books will be available for sale.

A Glimpse of Kew 

Fit Friends’ Ramble

Tuesday 28 March

Friends $20 Non-members $25

Bookings close 21 March 

We will meet for a coffee at 

10 am at Weatherson Foods 

134 Cotham Rd, just past 

Glenferrie Rd 

Tram 109 stop 36 on Cotham 

Rd or Tram 16 stop 80 on 

Glenferrie Rd. 

After a morning coffee, we will amble down to the Alexandra 

Gardens, named after the wife of King Edward VII, Queen 

Alexandra. We will be guided through the Gardens, viewing 

various structures and charming bronze sculptures by Mrs 

Leopoldine Mimovitch. We will duck into St. Anthony’s Place, 

once the site of a grand house which was the home of Arthur 

Septimus King, grandson of Philip King, the third Governor of 

NSW. Then we will explore the streets in the Sackville Ward that 

contain prestigious schools housed in former gracious mansions. 

A treat will be a visit to a private garden that was designed with 

several small areas around a new dwelling. 

This ramble encourages you to use public transport, so there 

is no mention of parking availability The return journey will use 

Tram 72 along Burke Rd to take you to Camberwell or Gardiner 

stations or back into the city via Prahran.

Italian Garden 

Design
Illustrated Talk  

with Carlo Gabriele

Tuesday 4 April  

at 6 for 6.30  pm

Mueller Hall, National Herbarium

Friends $20    Non-members $25 

Students $10

Bookings close 1 May

Refreshments will be served 

before the talk.

‘Remote and distant’ are the first things that come to mind 

when an Italian thinks about Australia; the distance between 

Australia and Italy is not only physical, but also cultural due to 

the different age and history of the two countries.

As a garden and landscape designer who has worked in 

both countries, Carlo thinks that there are strong similarities 

between Italy and Australia despite the vast gap that exists: 

the intensity of light, drought tolerant plants and a culture rich 

in heritage are just a few fundamental elements that deeply 

influence the design of a garden.

Analysing classical and contemporary Italian gardens, this 

lecture explores whether some of the aspects of Italian garden 

design can be translated and reinvented within Australian 

gardens and landscapes.

events
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Urban Colour
Autumn Insiders’ Walk

Thursday 4 May at 10 am

Gate Lodge, 100 Birdwood Ave

$20 Members Only 

Bookings close 1 May

Meet for refreshments at 10 am 

The walk begins at 10.20 am.

In autumn, many of our trees lose their leaves and we see the 

Botanic Gardens in a different light. For this autumn walk we 

have chosen a diverse mix of trees in the southern section of 

the Gardens. They are all are trees that would be suitable for a 

reasonably sized suburban garden. Some are deciduous and 

display good autumn colour before they shed their leaves, while 

others have striking spring flowers.

Trees are vitally important in the broad landscape, in parks 

and home gardens. Trees reduce temperature on a hot day and 

our health and wellbeing depend on them.

We hope this walk will encourage you to appreciate the 

different characteristics of many of our trees and help you to 

choose a beautiful one for your garden.

Garden Book Sale
Call For Books

Drop off: Mondays between 

9 am – 2 pm 

at Gate Lodge

100 Birdwood Ave

The Melbourne Friends is having a sale of used and pre-loved 

gardening books in winter 2017. In preparation for this event 

we are calling for donations of unwanted gardening books to 

sell. Pre-loved books, magazines and catalogues on plants, 

gardening, gardens, horticulture, botany, and related subjects 

will be offered for sale. 

We will be receiving books up to Monday 29 May, after which 

they will be sorted and prepared for sale in June. If you require 

your donated books to be collected, please leave your details at 

the Friends’ office and we will arrange collection. Please give us 

plenty of notice!

The sale will be held over two days with a Members-Only Day 

reserved for the first day, and then open to the public for the 

second day. Full details will be in the winter Botanic News, on the 

Friends’ website and in members’ e-news.

Spectacular Autumn 

Foliage
Self Drive Day Trip 

Thursday 27 April at 11 am

Friends $35        Non-members $45 

Includes morning tea and a 

light luncheon

Bookings close 20 April 

Detailed driving instructions 

and a day plan will be 

provided when you book. 

Car-pooling recommended

Our autumn delight this year takes us to the Dandenong Ranges 

where we will visit several gardens all dressed to impress in 

seasonal finery. We visit a garden Edna Walling designed and 

called ‘my finest garden’. It was described by Edna herself 

as ‘a symphony in steps and beautiful trees’. Autumn shocks 

the senses with gold, red, orange and burgundy foliage 

in a Sherbrooke garden of mature trees, sculpture and an 

exceptional hydrangea collection. A special treat will be a visit to 

a private garden set on five glorious acres in Sassafras.

Our lunch will be served in an historic garden in Ferny Creek 

surrounded by bird calls and the splendour of autumn.

events
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plant crafts

ALL CRAFT ACTIVITIES WILL BE HELD IN THE PLANT CRAFT COTTAGE near H Gate on Alexandra 

Avenue. For further information and all bookings, please contact the Friends’ office on 9650 6398. 

School Holiday 

Programs
Fantastic Friends

Thursday 6 April   

Runs continuously between 

10.30 am and 2.30 pm  

Cost:    $5 per child 

NO BOOKINGS REQUIRED

Suitable for ages from 4 with 

an accompanying adult.

Using a variety of gum nuts, 

cones and interesting seed 

pods, children are invited 

to spend half an hour or so, 

creating a ‘Fantastic Friend’ to 

take home.

Craft Demonstrations
Bookings not required

10.30 am – 2 pm

Cost: Free

Natural Dye  
1 March; 5 April; 3 May

Potpourri    
10 March; 7 April; 12 May

Fibre   
14 March; 11 April; 9 May

Basketry 
15 March; 19 April; 17 May
 
Plant Card 
16 March; 20 April; 18 May

Visitors are welcome to watch 

and ask questions of the 

working groups. However, 

visitors are unable to take part 

in the demonstrations.

Friends are reminded that 

the Plant Craft Cottage 

has an extensive reference 

library on Plant Crafts.

Plant Craft Cottage is near  

H gate on Alexandra Avenue 

where there is metered 

parking. Melway 2G, ref B11.

Open 10 am – 3  pm 

Tuesday to Friday and every 

third Sunday.

Closed Public Holidays.

Sunday Open Days
19 March; 23 April; 21 May

11 am – 4 pm        Cost: Free

This is a wonderful opportunity 

to explore the Plant Craft 

Cottage, the oldest building in 

any public garden in Victoria.

Some of the plant-related 

items created by our groups 

will be on display and for sale 

in this heritage-listed building.

Scrumbling
Of all of the techniques that the Fibre Group at the Plant 

Craft Cottage have explored this year Scrumbling has 

probably generated the most interest and comment. 

Scrumbling is another name for free-form crochet and 

knitting. 

This means that there are no patterns, rules or limits, and 

craftspeople can be as creative and adventurous as they like. 

The activity involves making small fragments of knit or crochet 

fabric preferably in irregular shapes, with interesting, textured 

yarns and a variety of colours. A piece may combine both 

knitting and crochet and include three dimensional elements 

such as fringes, tassels or bobbles. The fragments are then 

joined together to perhaps become a tea cosy, a bag or even 

a garment. The outcome and articles created depend only on 

one’s imagination.

There are books and websites to look at for inspiration, 

particularly those of Prudence Mapstone. 

This sample featured below shows a piece of work created 

by members of the Fibre Group. The photo was taken by the 

author.

Anne Dluzniak
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Autumn Peepers
February 22 is the anniversary of Baden-Powell’s birthday 

and the Guiding movement celebrates it as World Thinking 

Day. That is also the day, give or take a week or so, when the 

first evanescent peeping calls are heard at night, signifying 

that autumn has arrived. If you live in the outer metropolitan 

areas of Melbourne you might have heard the high pitched 

peep-peep-peep-peep that commences after dark and seems 

to come from somewhere in the trees. It has a ventriloquial 

quality and almost always stops as you approach or shine 

a torch about. After much searching, Graeme Pizzey finally 

located and photographed the caller and published its photo 

in his weekly newspaper article in 1977. The call was found to 

come from a small ground-dwelling cricket, less than 2 cm 

long in the genus Eurygryllodes.

Like all crickets, Eurygryllodes calls by raising its heavily 

veined chitinous forewings and scraping one across the other. 

The membranous hindwings seem to be attached to the 

forewings by their outer edges so when the sound-producing 

forewings stridulate, the hindwings hang down forming a little 

sounding box which directs, and possibly magnifies, the sound. 

So, where are these males directing their calls; for it is only the 

male that calls. Either they are defending a territory or trying to 

attract and impress a mate. Most stridulating grasshoppers and 

crickets have different calls for the two purposes, but the human 

ear can detect no difference in the field. In captivity, a smaller 

specimen seems to have a slightly higher pitched call than a 

larger one, but there is no obvious difference. 

The female of the species is not known and placing a caged 

calling male in his own habitat did not attract any. Two males 

were put together in a container to see how they reacted. 

Whenever one started to call the other would respond until they 

were standing back to back and peeping alternately. There is no 

doubt that the sound is territorial.

The rate of calling for some grasshoppers depends on the 

ambient temperature and so the opportunity was taken to test 

whether this also applied to a captive Eurygryllodes. The number 

of peeps per minute was measured for one male on different nights 

when the inside temperature was different. There was quite a lot of 

variation within each sample but plotting the mean plus or minus 

one standard deviation gave a band that definitely decreased with 

temperature. Extrapolating the curve suggests that below about 10 

or 11°C the rate of calling approaches zero peeps per minute.

Another intriguing question is what triggers the male crickets 

to start calling each season? Twenty years of noting when the 

first night calls were heard, suggests that it is usually the night 

of the first rains after the middle of February but not always. It is 

the ‘not always’ that demands investigation. 

It has long been known that the major cues that insects 

use to enter diapause (the insect equivalent of hibernation)

Coiled Basket Workshop
Saturday 6 May              10.30 am – 3.30 pm 

Cost: Friends $65              Non-members $85

BYO Lunch. Morning tea is provided.

BOOKINGS ESSENTIAL at 9650 6398 or on the Friends’ 

website. Bookings close Monday 1 May.

Come and join us in this fun workshop to make a coiled 

basket using raffia, wool and other fibres. You will learn all the 

techniques required to make your own beautiful basket, which 

you can take home. All basketry materials supplied.

Baskets and photo by Lydia Beshara

plant crafts botanic
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are photoperiodic, (sensing a reduction in day length) and 

thermoperiodic, (sensing a reduction in temperature). February 

lies between the summer solstice and the autumnal equinox so 

day length is decreasing. Temperature is a little more difficult. Due 

to seasonal lag, December, January, and February are the hottest 

months in the southern hemisphere so the decrease can be less 

marked. The first hypothesis was that day length could be the 

trigger. This suggests that the calling would start approximately 

on the same day each year but we don’t know how precise the 

insect’s measuring system is. To test whether temperature could 

be the cause the number of degree-days which have elapsed 

since a given start date should be calculated. Choosing the start 

date is a problem but rough calculations seemed to negate this 

hypothesis, too. As a wild guess, phase of the moon was tested, 

but found to be wanting.

The only experiment which seemed to be of use was the 

calling rate’s dependence on temperature. So the story of 

Eurygryllodes seems to be that males emerge from diapause 

or quiescence about the middle of February and their territorial 

calling is triggered by the next autumn rain. However, they won’t 

call if the weather is too cold, but will wait for a warmer night. 
Do they call in either of the RBGV campuses? Although there 

are numerous evening activities in the Gardens not many of 

them involve roving entomologists, so we don’t know. There’s a 

challenge, but investigating your own garden is easy and could 

reveal something interesting.

Ian Endersby

Editor’s note: These are not the cricket species which regularly 

terrorise tennis players during the Australian Open. Ian says 

those are most likely Black Field Crickets.

At right Cricket at rest.

Top right: Cricket star ting 
to call.

Centre: Cricket calling. The 
insects need to raise the 
forewings almost ver tically 
to direct the sound, much 
like a megaphone.

Photos: Ian Endersby

(Photographer’s note: The 
image at bottom right was 
taken without benefit of 
flash, hence the darker 
colour of the cricket. Ian 
says all three images were 
taken in the same place one 
after the other.

hexapods
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Classes
Term 2, 2017 will start in the week 

beginning Saturday 22 April

Classes of 8 weeks per term will 

be held on one of the following:

Evening: Tuesday 

Daytime: Monday, 

Wednesday, Thursday and 

Saturday

(two sessions each day 2.5hr) 

Sunday (one 2.5hr session) 

Friday (one 3hr session)

2.5hr classes:  

 Friends: $272 

Non-members: $333

3hr classes:  

 Friends: $318

Non-members: $379

We strongly recommend that 

students without prior experience 

in botanical illustration complete 

a Beginners’ Workshop before 

entering term classes.

Workshops
All workshops will include 

morning and afternoon tea but 

not lunch.

Beginners’ Workshop
with Helen Burrows

Tuesday 4, Wednesday 5 

Thursday 6, Friday 7 April 

10 am to 4 pm

       Friends $349

Non-members $416

These intensive four-day 

courses provide an introduction 

to botanical art via pencil and 

watercolour. Students will begin 

to develop skills in outline 

drawing, foreshortening, tonal 

work, rendering of surfaces, 

basic colour work and paint 

application.

Whirlybirds
The Whirlybirds resumed 

their Botanical Illlustrators’ 

Group meetings in the 

first week of February. The 

informal gatherings are held 

on Tuesdays in the Whirling 

Room, where we have the 

opportunity to meet and 

share ideas and advice while 

working on our paintings.

Most members are working 

on submissions for reFraming 

Nature, the open exhibition to 

be held later this year.

If you would like to join 

us on Tuesdays we have 

vacancies in the afternoon 

group commencing at 1 pm.

Please contact Sandra 

Sanger on 9598 9532 for 

further information.

All classes and workshops will be held in the WHIRLING ROOM STUDIO, OBSERVATORY GATE.

For bookings and further information, please contact the Friends’ office on 9650 6398.

Glorifying the Mundane: Grasses Workshop
with Kate Nolan

Monday 10, Wednesday 12, and Thursday 13 April  

10 am to 4 pm

        Friends $325

Non-members $387

Although they often seem common and ordinary to us, the 

particular features and graceful forms of grasses can lend 

themselves to subtle and beautiful botanical works. In this 

course Kate will show students the distinguishing scientific 

characteristics and some diverse examples of grasses. The 

class will also look at some of the history of grasses in painting 

(Albrecht Durer’s exquisite Great Piece of Turf (1503) springs 

to mind) and will create a botanical artwork with grass as its 

subject, paying attention to some of the particular techniques 

required.

Kate has recently returned to Victoria after spending some 

time living in France with her family. Her painting of a juvenile 

leaf of Eucalyptus goniocalyx (Bundy long-leaf box) was the logo 

for the Friends’ recent Art of Botanical Illustration exhibition.

This workshop is suitable for students at all skill levels except 

complete beginners. A materials list will be supplied upon 

enrolment.

A materials list is available from the Friends’ office.

Blechnum camfieldii  

painted by Helen Burrows

The cost of each course 

includes equipment to be 

used during the workshop 

– drawing materials, paint, 

watercolour paper and 

brushes.

Spinifex detail painted by Kate Nolan

illustrators 
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Calling all artists – reFraming Nature 2017

 From October 14 - 29 2017, we will be holding the 

next instalment of reFraming Nature which will have 

a Natural History theme. Entry requirements for artists 

will be very  similar to those in 2015; however we will 

allow artists to enter a large image, up to A2 picture 

size – see entry rules on the website for details. 

We will once again have a ‘miniature room’ so small 

images are encouraged, particularly from students.

If you wish to be kept up to date by email, please send an 

email titled ‘artist subscribe’ to frbgart@gmail.com

F

Joanna Brownell
In October and November last year we marvelled at yet 

another impressive and successful The Art of Botanical 

Illustration exhibition for the Friends and Botanical 

Illustrators’ Group. This exhibition, with a record-breaking 

number of exhibits and sales, was Joanna’s last as Convener.

Joanna took over as convener from Edyta Hoxley following 

the 2012 TABI exhibition, and by then she had been an active 

member of the Botanical Illustrators from the founding of the 

group in 1990 and committee member for every Exhibition from 

the first in 1992. The exceptional professional skills she brought 

to our group from the outset have been fundamental to the 

development and success of the Exhibition series. 

The founding group of Illustrators had a vision of what 

might be possible to promote the obvious talents of the artist 

members, but it has been the expertise and commitment of key 

members, like Joanna, on the Exhibition organising committee, 

who have realised that vision. 

Jo recorded the minutes of our very first Exhibition planning 

meeting in 1992 and took responsibility for organising and 

overseeing of the volunteers’ roster. She went on to become 

secretary of the Botanical Illustrators’ Group and took on 

whatever role was necessary in the running of what became 

our biennial exhibitions. Whatever she turned her hand to she 

accomplished with good humour, enthusiasm and impressive 

efficiency – raffles, the selection process, catalogues, 

correspondence, invitations, opening night planning, sales and 

publicity to name just some of the many aspects of this event 

for which Jo accepted responsibility.

Over the years our processes had to adapt to new 

technologies and be continually updated and streamlined.  

Joanna has overseen many of these innovations, incorporating 

IT expertise from amongst 

the committee members. 

As Convener, Jo has 

headed an enthusiastic 

and effective committee 

who together presented the 

2014 and 2016 Exhibitions.

Joanna is a skilled and 

talented botanical artist and 

her beautiful watercolour 

paintings have featured in 

every exhibition bar one; 

you may have admired her 

two watercolour and 

gold leaf studies of 

Pyrus (at left) and Malus in 

the 2016 exhibition.

Originally, Jo joined our group to follow her passion for 

botanic illustration, and in doing so has developed many 

close friendships amongst her fellow artists whose work she 

has admired and collected. She has worked tirelessly towards 

combining the promotion of these artists’ exquisite artworks with 

financial support to the RBGV through the Friends. 

The Botanical Illustrators are very appreciative of Jo’s 

commitment to them and their exhibitions, and now welcome 

new Convener, Andrew Carr to the role.

Louise Coronel

 illustrators
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Temperature Control
Insects are poikilothermic, that  means their body 

temperature varies with that of their surroundings. It is a 

better word than cold-blooded. They don’t have the internal 

temperature control of mammals but their activities are 

very temperature dependent. How do they cope, especially 

with extremes?

Dragonflies have large flight muscles but they need to 

exceed a temperature threshold before they will operate 

efficiently. On cool mornings some species will achieve this by 

wing-whirring, the insect equivalent of shivering to generate 

warmth. Some moths use this same technique before flight. 

Other species of dragonflies choose their morning basking spot 

to be in direct sunlight and orient their bodies for maximum 

effect. The high metabolic rate induced by flying means that, 

once they are airborne, the flight muscles generate substantial 

amounts of heat. So, low temperatures reduce or inhibit bodily 

functions and actions but, on the other hand, temperatures that 

are too high can be fatal. It is a fine balance.

The simplest method to reduce overheating would be to 

move into the shade and there are records of dragonflies 

bathing on hot days. A technique perhaps unique to dragonflies 

is the obelisk position. Some species will sit with their backs 

to the sun and raise their abdomen until it is pointing directly 

at it. This can be seen to minimise their shadow which 

means that the surface area receiving direct insolation is also 

minimised. Real obelisks are vertical but you can quickly see 

the resemblance. Another postural response has an ambivalent 

explanation. Some members of the dragonfly family Libellulidae 

perch with their wings pointed forward and down. Some say that 

is so that they are ready for an instant take-off if threatened or 

there is some other stimulus such as passing prey or a female. 

The alternative thought is that such a posture shades the thorax 

from exposure to sunlight or reflects light and heat away from 

their bodies. Without an appreciation of aerodynamics it looks 

to most of us that a quick downward stroke would be more 

effective in a rapid take-off and that adds some weight to the 

thorax shading hypothesis. Add to that the fact that many of 

these species have dark patches at the wing base which would 

enhance the shading effect.

Above:  Diplacoides bipunctata – Wandering Percher at rest 
with spread wings for temperature control.
Photo: Reiner Richter 

Left: Austrolestes annulosus – Blue Ringtail from East 
Gippsland in its bright, high-temperaure mode.
Photo: Bencruachan blog.

botanic
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Pachydiplax longipennis - Blue Dasher, a North American dragonfly, in the full obelisk position.
Photo: C. Cunningham.

Let’s talk physics for a while. Dark bodies heat up and cool 

more quickly than light coloured reflective bodies. A few species 

of dragonflies have evolved a colour change mechanism. When 

they are cold their coloration is quite dark and they absorb heat. 

Once they have achieved a suitable temperature they turn a 

vivid blue colour and they reflect heat, a physiological colour 

change. The mechanism depends upon migration of vesicles in 

the pigment cells which disrupt the orderly pattern of granules, 

the regular order of which produces colour by the way the 

light is refracted. Look underneath a CD to see the diffraction 

production of colour. 

Some dragonflies are classified as perchers, others as fliers. 

The names are quite indicative of the behaviours. Perchers have 

more flexibility in utilising some of the behavioural and postural 

mechanisms to control their internal temperature. How can the 

flyers cope, particularly as they generate so much endothermic 

heat with their almost constant flight during the day? Firstly we 

have to know that the insect body does not have a system of 

arteries and veins, and their heart is quite different from that of 

vertebrates. It consists of a long tube located near the dorsal 

surface, which is open at the head end and closed at the hind 

end. The blood, or haemolymph, enters the hind portion of the 

heart through a number of small openings with valves called 

ostia and is forced forward by wave-like pulsations to the front 

end where it returns into the body cavity. The blood bathes 

all of the internal structures and flows back to the ostia once 

more drawn by the systolic action of the heart and assisted 

by rhythmic movements of the ventral diaphragm. Accessory 

pulsile organs may pump blood into legs, antennae and wings. 

The fluid flow transports the heat generated in the thorax by 

the wing movements into the large abdomen where it can be 

radiated away from the body. This beautiful example of heat 

exchange is a concept to delight an engineer’s heart.

The Nymphaea Lily Lake and around Long Island should 

be ideal spots for you to find dragonflies and to add new 

observations on their temperature controlling activities 

particularly at this time of year..

Ian Endersby

hexapods

Ichtinogomphus australis – Australian Tiger in the obelisk postion at Kingfisher bay resor t.
How would you check to see if this is a true obelisk position? 
Photo: Kingfisher Bay Resor t blog.
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Writing on Weeds
I recognise that it’s slightly odd to give you a piece about 

summer weeds in the autumn edition of Botanic News, 

but this article was triggered by some memorable weedy 

moments in 2016: attending the September meeting 

of the Council of Australasian Weed Societies in Perth, 

two working bees through spring, and a walk through 

Antonio Park and along Mullum Mullum Creek (Mitcham) 

in October. Consider it a priming piece – read this, and get 

ready to observe the species that germinate in autumn to 

give rise to the next crop of winter weeds!

If our earliest gardening experiences are crucial in shaping 

our longer-term horticultural interests, then my developing 

a professional horticultural interest in weeds was inevitable. 

A mid-September trip to Perth for the twentieth Council of 

Australasian Weed Societies (CAWS) meeting overlapped with 

the emergence of an impressively vivid green display of weeds 

throughout gardens and land-banked vacant sites back home. 

I was reminded of my childhood delight in discovering that 

Tradescantia fluminensis (Wandering Jew or Wandering Creeper) 

and Hedera helix (Common Ivy) were really easy to grow from 

cuttings (and indoors!). My early interest in grasses, large and 

small, continues unabated – happily, I can recognise lots more 

of them now. Delicate Shivery Grass (Briza minor) grew as a not-

very-troublesome weed down the side at home, and is currently 

putting in an appearance at the local primary school, along with 

many larger and more competitive grass species. Closer to 

my workplace, in unmanaged car park areas, there are healthy 

crops of weedy grasses including the ever-present Ehrharta 

erecta (Perennial Veldt Grass) and the spring flowering Ehrharta 

longiflora (Annual Veldt Grass). I bet both are growing hard right 

now in a landscape near you (Figs. 1A-C). I also remember 

being fascinated by the massive clump of persistent, fluffy white 

plumes of Pampas Grass (Cortaderia selloana) growing in the 

garden at my aunt and uncle’s 1970s Mount Waverley home. 

Of course, nobody would dream of planting that invasive South 

American species in gardens nowadays, but it’s interesting 

to see where outlaw clumps survive as you travel around the 

suburbs.

So some of my formative garden experiences involved growing 

and/or collecting weeds – and all these years later, it’s somewhat 

of a relief that none of those favourites are to be found on the list 

of 32 Weeds of National Significance (WoNS) – a classification 

reserved for some of our most intractable agricultural and 

environmental weed species1. These days, I balance growing 

weeds (for research and teaching) with removing them (for 

community benefit). Given that the characteristics of most weed 

species seem designed to maximize their future presence in 

landscapes, however it’s unlikely that my removal activities are 

going to have a significant effect in the long term. 

Learning to love weeding – if not weeds themselves

There’s something meditative and very satisfying about pulling 

weeds, though if you’re responsible for controlling many of 

them in a very large area, you may move out of a zone of 

calmness and enter something more like despair – and despair 

compounds if you’re under time pressure to get the job done. 

I can report that recent experiences at the monthly weeding 

and planting gigs with the Friends’ group at Boroondara (Kew) 

Cemetery have led me to a state of acceptance – and obviously 

finding weeds intrinsically interesting helps. Kew Cemetery is a 

remarkable place to go and work – beautiful and tranquil and 

with such weed diversity that nobody could be bored! In fact, 

given the scale of that landscape, one thing that makes our 

weeding job manageable is that we know with utter certainty 

Fig. 1A (left): Ehrharta erecta (Panic Veldtgrass) can grow just about anywhere; here it’s established strong clumps in cracks in a rarely-trodden and irregularly managed footpath behind 
the Burnley Golf Course. Fig.1B (right): Delicate inflorescence of Ehrharta erecta showing many tiny seeds.  This species is an aggressive perennial weed that seeds year-round, making it a 
constant feature of garden beds and a lawn invader.  Flowering stems extend just above the height of whatever vegetation the grass grows amongst, promoting seed dispersal. 

botanic
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that we will never be on top of it. (In saying this, I confess to 

poaching a line from The Walrus and the Carpenter at our last 

working bee, in response to a friend’s texted question ‘Job 

done?’) There must be a weed management equivalent to ‘If 

seven maids with seven mops’ that would give us the critical 

mass of people necessary to get on top of the weeds in this 

landscape – but for how long? And is this what we really want? 

Take a wander through Kew Cemetery (or any other graveyard) 

sometime and see what you think.

Regardless of the landscape, the main thing is to work out 

where your weed control efforts will be most useful. You might 

take a leaf out of the Bradley sisters’ book, and work from the 

least weedy part of the landscape to the weediest. The theory 

behind this, which Sydney sisters Joan and Eileen Bradley put 

into practice as part of managing natural landscapes, is that if 

you take weedy competitors away from native plants that are 

already doing pretty well, they have a great prospect of out-

competing the weeds thus reducing the need for management 

in the long run. Thomas D. Brock at Washington State University 

has written a nice summary of the Bradley Method2.

So why do weeds work? 

Nassim Nicholas Taleb’s 2012 book Antifragile: Things that Gain 

from Disorder3 describes how most of the systems we think 

about and work with (science, medicine, commerce, politics) 

can be viewed on a continuum from fragile to robust through 

to antifragile, in relation to their ability to function in the face 

of disruption, disorder and stressors. Antifragile systems work 

better under disruption and challenge – and I can’t think of a 

better basis for thinking about weeds. The spring 2016 crop of 

annual and perennial weeds gave us lots to think about in terms 

of the competition they’re involved in with one another, and with 

our desired garden and landscape plants.

What do weeds want? Space, water, nutrients and light! Fig. 2 

is a great demonstration of how a really diverse range of species 

can co-exist within a small space. Most of the named species are 

annual herbs or grasses – their life cycle is all about growing fast, 

flowering and leaving as many seeds behind as they can to form 

the next generation. Their limited, shallow root systems probably 

explain why they can all occupy this space. High soil moisture 

and the relatively cool temperatures we’ve experienced during the 

last spring and summer make the competition for resources less 

intense than it might otherwise be.

What makes weeds – well, weedy? 

First consider their life cycle: annual, biennial or perennial? New 

annual and biennial weeds only appear when seeds germinate 

– these were banked in the soil by the previous generation of 

plants. Winter weeds germinate in autumn, and put on most of 

their vegetative growth through winter, with flowering and seeding 

in early spring. Summer weeds germinate in spring and flower and 

set seed in summer to autumn. If you want to control annual and 

biennial weeds, focus on when they flower – regardless of time of 

year, your best bet is to get weeds out while the plants are small, 

and before they flower. You definitely don’t want them to set seed. 

And get them off the site because weed seeds can still mature 

on plants that have been pulled out, but that are left lying around 

in the landscape. Annual weeds flower fast – a single growing 

season from seed germination to seed production. Biennial weeds 

take two growing seasons: the first year establishes the vegetative 

parts of the plant body – a flat to rounded rosette of leaves that 

in its second year produces an elongated flowering stem (think 

of the growth forms of parsley or lettuce as they bolt into flower). 

This gives you a little more time, but the older the weeds, the more 

extensive their root system will be, so they’ll be harder to pull out!

Fig. 2.  So many species in one frame!  White flowering Allium triquetrum (Angle Onion), 
yellow-flowering Medicago polymorpha (Burr Medic), Hypochaeris radicata (Flatweed, 
with dissected leaves a bit like a dandelion), the tiny purple-flowered Carolina Geranium 
(Geranium carolinianum) and Briza minor (Shivery Grass) seedlings.

Fig. 1C: Inflorescence of spring-flowering Ehrharta longiflora (Annual Veldt Grass), showing 
its distinctive dangling spikelets (flower clusters) with purple outer coverings (glumes). For 
both species, once the seed drops, the next generation of weeds is guaranteed.

weeds
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Perennial weeds have an additional iron in the fire. Many 

of them produce seed in quantity, with those flowering shoots 

dying off, but they also have a permanent rootstock with buds 

that will give rise to new shoot growth the following season. 

Their more extensive root systems make them really hard to 

remove. Two of my colleagues watched somewhat anxiously, 

muttering ‘mind your back’ a couple of weeks ago at Antonio 

Park in Mitcham, as I tried (and failed completely) to yank 

a clump of Lolium perenne (Perennial Ryegrass) out of the 

ground. A hand tool would have helped me there, as it will help 

you. Make sure your weed removal is effective. You don’t want 

to leave bits of the root system behind, as perennial weeds can 

and do regrow, even from tiny fragments.

It’s all about being very competitive

A major component of weedy success is based on 

producing as many propagules as possible – and for annual 

and biennial species, that means seed. For perennial species 

this involves a mix of seed and vegetative parts (rhizomes, 

corms, bulbs, rootstocks) that remain in active growth and 

continue to spread through the landscape, or go dormant 

during the more challenging parts of the year. 

I’ve picked Oxalis pes-caprae (Soursob; Fig. 3) as an 

illustrative example of success through vegetative reproduction.  

While the bulbs begin to germinate in autumn (given lower 

temperatures and appropriate soil moisture), it’s really spring 

when you start to notice these weeds. This year we’ve had a 

bumper crop of trifoliate, heart-shaped leaves (with or without 

purple-brown speckles) and bright yellow flowers.  

Soursob puts a lot of energy into producing numerous tiny 

new bulbils, or building up the storage reserves of older bulbils 

before they go dormant through the hottest and driest parts of the 

year, from late spring through to the end of summer. Oxalis pes-

caprae rarely (if ever) sets seed in Australia due to a complicated 

combination of differences in flower morphology (heterostyly) and 

number of chromosome sets (ploidy), but even without the seed 

option, it’s a highly successful and persistent weed in our private 

and public landscapes. Disturbance through cultivation of soil 

helps bring bulbils close to the surface, often breaking them off 

and dispersing them away from the parent plant. Propagules that 

remain deep in the soil have great persistence through drought 

and frost. As an experiment last year, in the hope of dealing with 

harvested Oxalis bulbs permanently, I dropped a sample, dug out 

of my community garden plot, into a bottle of water.  I found them 

completely intact and healthy 6 months later – so they’re also rot-

resistant, explaining their persistence in waterlogged soils. This 

weed ticks virtually every box in terms of weedy characteristics! 

Visit Victorian Resources Online4 if you want to know more about 

this species (or many other weedy plants).

You’ll notice that I haven’t mentioned herbicides yet. I don’t use 

them (never have), but I have a tiny garden in which weed control 

needs are minimal (or ignored), and the community garden group 

that I belong to doesn’t permit herbicide use. Speakers at the 

twentieth CAWS meeting covered the current state of play with 

regard to weeds of agricultural crops, herbicide resistance and new 

developments in approaches to weed management in our natural 

environments. Coming to this as a horticulturalist, who teaches 

about common weeds in designed, ornamental landscapes, this 

was an eye-opener. The scale of weed management problems in 

our crop-growing areas and in natural landscapes dwarfs weed 

problems we have in ornamental landscapes, however significant 

they may seem to us.

So weeds give us lots to think about! If you’re engaged with 

weed management on any scale, whether domestic or agricultural 

and you want more information about weeds, there are State and 

Territory-based weed organisations, and for most Botanic News 

readers, the Victorian Weeds Society is a great start5. 

Sue Murphy

Footnotes:

1.  Australian Government nd, Weeds of National Significance, 

viewed 21 October 2016, <http://www.environment.gov.au/biodiversity/

invasive/weeds/weeds/lists/wons.html>.

2.  Brock, TD nd, The Bradley Method for Control of Invasive Plants, 

viewed 21 October 2016, <http://courses.washington.edu/ehuf462/462_

mats/bradley_method.pdf>.

3.  Taleb, NN 2012, Antifragile: Things that Gain from Disorder, 

Penguin Books, Melbourne.

4.  Department of Economic Development, Jobs, Transport & 

Resources nd, Soursob (Oxalis pes-caprae), Victorian Resources 

Online, viewed 21 October 2016, <http://vro.agriculture.vic.gov.au/dpi/

vro/vrosite.nsf/pages/invasive_soursob>.

5.  The Weed Society of Victoria nd, viewed 21 October 2016, 

<http://www.wsvic.org.au>.

Fig. 3. Oxalis pes-caprae (Soursob) lurking in a garden bed. Removal by hand is tedious but 
strangely rewarding, if you approach it in the right frame of mind. Over time you will make a 
difference if you dig out the main plant carefully.  Check the surrounding soil for tiny bulbils 
and remove them too.    Photographer of images for this ar ticle: Sue Murphy

botanic weeds
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New Zealand Study Tour  
Kate Roud, Curator: New Zealand Collection, RBGV, 

Melbourne Gardens

Since becoming Curator for the New Zealand Collection 

in January 2014, I have focused my efforts on removing 

over-represented specimens, improving presentation and 

developing new planting schemes. It’s been great getting 

to know the plants individually and the Collection as a 

whole but there comes a time when it’s good to visit them 

at home and I’m fortunate to have had two opportunities 

to do so in the past twelve months. Serendipitously, 

the news of my award came just before I attended the 

New Zealand Plant Conservation Network Conference 

in Dunedin last October, a trip kindly sponsored by Meg 

Bentley. In the course of making new contacts, I began to 

make plans for this study tour.

My first stop was Otari-Wilton Native Botanic Garden & Forest 

Reserve in Wellington, the only botanic garden in New Zealand 

dedicated solely to native plants. I was shown around the five 

hectares of garden and plant collections by the manager, Rewi 

Elliot, who related some of the area’s history and introduced 

me to the staff. ‘Otari’ means ‘Place of Snares’ and the dense 

podocarp broadleaf forest must have been a rich source of food 

for local Maori people. The ‘Wilton’ element of the title comes 

from Job Wilton, an early landowner, who preserved seven 

hectares of the original forest and fenced it off. At the time, this 

was an unusually far-sighted action, more conservation than 

colonisation, as the arrival of Europeans had seen farmland 

burnt off and many large trees removed for timber and the 

introduction of pest plants and animals. Two other visionary men 

were Dr. Leonard Cockayne (botanist and plant ecologist) and 

J. G. Mackenzie (Director of Parks) who established the then 

Otari Open Air Native Plant Museum in 1926 with the aim of 

conserving the native forest and teaching people about native 

plants. Over three days I walked some of the trails through the 

100 hectares of forest, paid my respects to the 800-year-old 

Rimu (Dacrydium cupressinum), took photos, helped with some 

maintenance work, asked questions, collected and cleaned 

donated seeds and gave a presentation to staff about the New 

Zealand Collection in Melbourne. 

After weekend visits to Te Papa Museum and Zealandia 

Ecosanctuary, I was up at ‘silly o’clock’ on Monday to catch the 

Below: Kate enjoying the immensity of Sawcut Gorge.

Above: The 800-year-old Rimu tree (Dacrydium cupressinum)
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as they clung to host trees or melted Salvador Dali-style down 

huge limestone boulders. ‘How can I replicate this fantastic 

epiphytic world with less than half their rainfall?’ I thought with 

envy! All too soon it was time to say farewell and head back 

to the North Island, my mind and senses still processing and 

appreciating everything I had seen.

After a weekend in the Wairarapa, I flew up to Auckland 

and spent two days with Kerry Gillbanks, Native Plant Curator 

at Auckland Botanic Gardens. Of particular interest was the 

Harakeke or Phormium Collection which is harvested for 

weaving by local Maori women. Kerry has a Bachelor of Maori 

Visual Arts degree majoring in weaving. She showed me how 

the ‘muka’ or fibre is stripped from a leaf blade and then spun 

to create an extremely strong strand which is then woven 

6 am sailing of the Interislander Ferry to Picton on the South 

Island. Rewi had invited me on a seed collecting trip for the 

New Zealand Indigenous Flora Seedbank based at Massey 

University in Palmerston North. After a stunning trip on thankfully 

calm waters we headed to Blenheim to pick up supplies and 

the rest of the party. Joining us were David Bidgood from 

Otari-Wilton; Kate Caldwell, Native Plant Curator at Dunedin 

Botanic Gardens; Lucy Parsons, ex-Nursery apprentice at 

Dunedin and her father Will, who runs Driftwood Eco-Tours in the 

Marlborough region. With his deep knowledge of the local area, 

flora and fauna, Will proved to be a great asset to the venture. 

Over the next few days, I felt as if I’d gone from widescreen 

TV to IMAX cinema as we tramped through river gorges and 

up mountains, stayed in huts, looked at plants, chatted and 

enjoyed spectacular scenery. We went from Sawcut Gorge near 

Ward to Mt. Arthur Hut in the Kahurangi National Park and on 

to Cobb Valley and The Grove Scenic Reserve near Takaka. 

We encountered rare plants such as Traversia baccharoides 

and Pittosporum dallii and I marvelled at majestic Nikau 

(Rhopalostylis sapida), the world’s most southerly palm, and 

the ‘girdling’ roots of huge Northern rata (Metrosideros robusta) 

Above: Staff on the seed-collecting trip – L-R: Lucy Parsons, David Bidgood and Rewi Elliot 
admiring Traversia baccharoides.

Below: Girdling roots of the Metrosideros robusta.
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into all kinds of basketry, matting and clothing. I also spent 

a fascinating day in the nursery with Billie Elliot, the Senior 

Propagator; eight hours was nowhere near enough to plumb 

the depths of her plant knowledge as she helped me clean and 

process some donated seed to bring back home.

Thank you so much to the Friends for making possible this 

unforgettable trip and to all those I met in New Zealand for 

being so generous with their time, knowledge and company. I’m 

sure our New Zealand Collection here in Melbourne will benefit 

from everything I have learned for many years to come. 

Below: Poster depicting the benefits and uses of the plant Phormium tenax ‘Kohunga’.

Right: An example of the beautiful and durable ar ticles made from weaving the fibres of the 
plant. This basket was made by Kerry Millbanks.

Photos for this ar ticle supplied by Kate Roud.
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The Friends of the Royal Botanic Gardens, Melbourne Inc.

was formed to stimulate further interest in the Gardens 

and the National Herbarium and to support and assist 

them whenever possible.

Patron 
The Honourable  
Linda Dessau AC 
Governor of Victoria

President
Mary Ward

Vice-Presidents
Lynsey Poore 
Catherine Trinca

Secretary
Adnan Mansour

Treasurer
Mark Anderson

Immediate Past 

President
Sally Hirst

Council
Professor Tim Entwisle
Dr Richard Kirsner
Meg Miller 
Jan Rosenberg
Richard Smith
Robert Wright

CONVENERS

Botanical Illustrators
Andrew Carr

Events
Robyn Robins

Growing Friends
Michael Hare

Information Technology 

Dr Richard Kirsner

Plant Craft Cottage 
Phyl Knaggs 

Heather Schroeder

Volunteers
Jacqui Hawkins

Friends’ Trust Fund
Maurice Castro
Peter Griffin AM
Peter Kelly
Janet Thomson OAM

March

3 Friday Plant Sale – 8 am to 1 pm p6 

17 Jeannie Baker – Children  p8

17  Jeannie Baker – Presentation p8

19 PCC Sunday Open Day – 10 am to 3 pm p11

23 Talking Plants – Salvias p9 

25 New Members’ Welcome p8

April

4 Beginners’ Workshop – Helen Burrows p14 

4  IIllustrated Talk – Carlo Gabrielli p9

6  PCC – Fantastic Friends p11 

10 Workshop – Glorifying the Mundane p14

23 PCC Sunday Open Day – 10 am to 3 pm p11

27 Self Drive Day Trip – Dandenongs p10 

28  Fit Friends’ Ramble – Kew p9

29  Growing Friends’ Plant Sale 10 am to 4 pm p6

30 Growing Friends’ Plant Sale 10 am to 3 pm p6

May

4 Insiders’ Walk – Urban Colour p10

6 PCC Basketry Workshop p12

12 Friday Plant Sale – 8 am to 1 pm p6

21 PCC Sunday Open Day – 10 am to 3 pm p11

June 

2 Friday Plant Sale – 8 am to 1 pm p6

Note: The Friends’ Inclement Weather Policy states that outdoor events may be 

cancelled and the Nursery will not be open for sales if the temperature is predicted to 

be 33ºC or above.

The Friends of the Royal Botanic Gardens, Melbourne, Inc. complies with the Australian 

Privacy Principles for the collection and use of personal information.
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